Abstract. We introduce a novel data randomisation for the free wave equation which leads to the same range of Strichartz estimates as for radial data, albeit in a non-radial context. We then use these estimates to establish global wellposedness for a wave maps type nonlinear wave equation for certain supercritical data, provided the data are suitably small and randomised.
Improving Strichartz estimates via suitable randomization
Consider the free wave equation u "´u tt`△ u " 0 on R n`1 , where we shall restrict to the case n ě 2. Denote the initial data by ur0s " pup0,¨q, u t p0,¨qq. Interpolation of the point wise decay and energy conservation lead to the famous Strichartz estimates
provided we restrict pp,to the Strichartz admissible range, given by 1 p`n´1 2q ď n´1 4 , p ě 2, with the case pn, p," p3, 2, 8q excluded. These estimates have been known to be optimal in general due to the well-known Knapp counterexamples. However, it has also been known for a while that the latter can be avoided by imposing either a symmetry reduction, such as radiality ( [6] ), or imposing additional constraints on the angular regularity of the data ( [11] ), in which case the range of available Strichartz estimates can be significantly improved to
This section contains the observation that combining the method of proof from [11] with the asymptotic analysis of 'generic' orthonormal bases for the space of spherical harmonics on S n´1 in [3] and implementing a suitable randomisation, one can obtain almost the same estimates as in the radial case, see Proposition 1.2 below. In the following section, we shall show how one can use a refinement of these estimates (Proposition 1.4) to deduce small data global well-posedness results below the critical scaling for certain nonlinear wave equations of 'fractional derivative Wave Maps type' on R 3`1 . For a recent work on well-posedness of derivative nonlinear wave equations involving randomised data see [4] . and these bounds are in fact optimal on the sphere. However, from [3] , we infer that eigenfunctions saturating the preceding bounds are in some sense exceptional, and that in fact orthonormal bases for L 2 pS d q may be constructed which much improve these bounds. Call such a frame tb k,l ; k, l ě 1u a good frame. We shall use such a good frame to implement a suitable data randomisation in the sequel.
Randomization improved Strichartz estimates.
1.2.1. Using good frames. Pick a good frame tb k,l u k,lě1 for L 2 pS n´1 q. Consider a function f pxq on R n supported at frequency " 1, and write its Fourier transform in terms of the good frame after passage to spherical coordinates ρ, θ:
In turn, this gives a representation of f pxq in terms of the good basis as follows (see [12, Theorem 3.10] ):
and we have ÿ
Now let h k,l pωq be a collection of real-valued independent random variables with distributions µ k,l on some probability space, satisfying for some c ą 0 and all γ P R the boundsˇˇż 
Proof. If p2,`8q is admissible in the sense of (1.2), then p2,is also admissible for q sufficiently large and the second estimate follows from Sobolev embeddings W ǫ,q Ñ L 8 for ǫ ą 0 and q sufficiently large. We now assume q ă 8. Write (with ω P S n´1 )
Then using Minkowski's inequality and Lemma 3.1 from [1], we get for
Following [11] we expand p c k,l pρq "
νρ which upon substitution in the preceding formula leads to
where we use
with χ a suitable smooth bump function localizing around the support of p f pρωq with respect to ρ. But then from [11] (see identities (82), (83) in loc. cit.) we have the bounďˇÿ
with ř ν 1 p1`ˇr´|t´ν 4 |ˇq R 2 pk, |t´ν 4 |, rq 1, and so application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality leads to the bound
Interpolating this with the simple energy bound › ›`ˇr 2´n 2
we find the bound
(1.9)
for any q such that p2,is admissible in the sense of (1.2), with ǫ q ą 0 a suitable positive number. Keeping in mind that b k,l is a good frame satisfying (1.4), we then infer that
Keeping in mind (1.8) and substituting the preceding bound, we infer that
The proposition is then a consequence of lemma 4.5 in [15] .
A non pinching condition.
In this section we show how we can avoid the choice of a particular frame and work directly in an arbitrary eigenbasis of spherical harmonics. We start as previously and consider a function f pxq on R n supported at frequency " 1, and write its Fourier transform in terms of an arbitrary frame after passage to spherical coordinates ρ, ω:
In turn, this gives a representation of f pxq in terms of the basis by (1.5) with (1.6). We now assume that the decomposition (1.5) satisfies the following non pinching condition (see [10, (1.3 
])
Assumption 1. There exists C ą 0 such that for any k the projection
on the N k dimensional space spanned by the spherical harmonics of degree k satisfies
We now randomize the function f using the exact same procedure as in Section 1. 
Proof. We revisit the proof of Proposition 1.2 and get from (1.8), (1.9)
Following [3, Lemme 3.1] we now remark that
is the kernel of the spectral projector on E k the subspace of L 2 pS n´1 q spanned by the spherical harmonics of degree k. It is consequently invariant by conjugations by isometries of the sphere, which means, for any such isometry J K k pJθ, J r θq " K k pθ, r θq, which implies (since the group of isometries acts transitively on the sphere) that the function ω Þ Ñ K k pω, ωq is constant on the sphere with mean value equal to ÿ
Plugging this into the r.h.s. of (1.12) (remark that since what we get does not depend on ω any more, the L q ω norm becomes irrelevant) and using Assumption 1 gives
1.3. A refinement; microlocalized Strichartz estimates. For applications of the estimates derived in the preceding subsection, and in particular for deriving estimates which beat the natural scaling, it is useful to also control certain square sums over pieces which are box-localised in Fourier space. Specifically, it shall be useful to control norms of the form`ÿ
where c ranges over a covering of the annulus ρ " 1 in Fourier space by boxes of diameter " µ 1. Here, after re-scaling to frequency " 2 k , k " 1, we shall put µ " 1. The point here shall be to deduce a bound which beats the 'trivial' estimates obtained by Cauchy-Schwarz and interpolation. In order to achieve the optimal such bound, we shall have to implement another randomisation, this time with respect to the radial direction. Specifically, divide the interval ρ " 1 into subintervals I of length " µ. Then, for each k, l, write
Finally, let h pIq,ν k,l pω 1 q be a family of independent random variables on a probability space Ω 1 , and consider the randomised functions ÿ Call the resulting free wave u pω,ω 1 q . Below, we shall denote by P the probability space ΩˆΩ 1 . 
for suitable positive constants D, d (which, in addition to the implicit constant, depend on q).
Proof. We follow a similar procedure as in the preceding proof. Letχ c pxq be the inverse Fourier transform of the smooth localiser χ c which realises P c . Note that χ c rapidly decays beyond scale µ´1, and we have
On the other hand, observe that we can write
where Ipcq is an interval of length " µ essentially uniquely associated with c P C.
Carrying out the integral, we find
where " indicates 'up to an irrelevant constant'. We conclude that for any s ě q we have
It follows that in order to bound the right hand side of (1.14), we need to bound
and more specifically the inner expression without the outer norm }¨} L 2 t . This we shall achieve as in [11] via interpolation between bounds for q " 8 and q " 2. Then using the same point wise bounds as before, we find that for any function g on the sphere S n´1χ c˚" gpωqr
p1`|t´ν 4 |q n´1 2 from which we deduce the bound
The trivial L 2 bound ÿ c;Ipcq"I }χ c˚" gpωqr
}g} L 2 and interpolation gives for q "
Finally, Hölder inequality and the uniform bound on the
In total, we infer for such q the bound
and so
The proposition is a consequence of this via Lemma 4.5 in [15] .
1.4.
Comparison to the Klainerman-Tataru improved Strichartz estimate. Recall from [7] that in dimension n ě 4, we have the following bound for free waves u supported at frequency " 1 ÿ 
On the other hand, assuming for q "
leads via Bernstein's inequality to the bound ÿ
which is essentially compatible with the Klainerman-Tataru bound. However, the range of exponents q in Proposition 1.4 is of course much larger than the one in [7] .
2. Small data global existence for the critical nonlinear wave equation in n " 3 dimensions with supercritical data 2.1. Some notational conventions. In the sequel, we shall denote dyadic frequencies by N " 2 k , k P Z, and the associated standard Littlewood-Paley multipliers by P N or also P k . For each l ą 0, we pick a uniformly finitely overlapping cover K l of S 2 by caps κ of diameter " 2´l, and denote the Fourier localizers which smoothly localise to frequency " 2 k and angular sector κ by P k,κ . If u is a function of pt, xq, we denote its restriction to τ ąă 0 (Fourier variables) by Q˘u or u˘. We denote byˇˇ|τ|´|ξ|ˇˇthe modulation, and by Q j the multiplier which smoothly localises to modulation " 2 j . To define the spaces in the next section, we shall refer to nullframes pt ω , x ω K q, ω P S 2 , which refer to
pt`ω¨xq as well as x´t ω¨1 ? 2¨p 1, ωq. We shall frequently resort to Bernstein's inequality: for us this means the fact that for p ă q and f P L p pR n q with Fourier support contained in a rectangular box R we have
Smoothness gains via Wiener randomisation.
Here we combine the preceding considerations with the Wiener randomisation introduced by LuhrmannMendelson in [9] . We shall henceforth work in n " 3 spatial dimensions. Consider a datum f pρωq. Write this as a sum of frequency localised pieces:
where N ranges over dyadic numbers and P N is the standard Littlewood-Paley projector. To simplify things a bit, we shall assume f ă0 " 0 in the sequel. We randomise each component f pNq as in the last subsection but one, i. q˘p xq, and letting C be a finitely overlapping covering the frequency region ρ " N by cubes if diameter µ " 1, we have the following re-scaled version of the inequality of Proposition 1.4, keeping in mind that we set n " 3: for any q ą 4,
Alternatively, we get
Then letting ś Ně1 pΩ pNqˆΩ pNq 1 q be the corresponding product probability space, we have
Replacing ǫ˚by xlog Ny 6 ǫ˚and incorporating the correction into } f pNq } 
In order to take advantage of this bound, we now effect a third, final randomisation, this time at the scale of cubes of size " 1 covering frequency space. This is in effect exactly the procedure in [9] . Thus for the usual random variable h c pω 3 q, where c P C ranges over a collection of finitely overlapping cubes of diameter " 1 and P c the corresponding Fourier localizer, we consider
Call the corresponding propagator u pω˚,ω1 ,ω 3 q :"`e´i
Ifω 3 is defined on probability space Ω 3 , with probability measure P 3 , then a combination of Bernstein's inequality with (2.3) furnishes the following 
n particular, up to a set of parametersω 3 of size ă e´g
Proof. We have for any s ě M the bound
for any 4 ă q ď M. The assertion then follows from (2.3) and lemma 4.5 in [15] .
For later reference, we shall want to adapt this result to data of varying degrees of smoothness. We have
ă ǫ˚, s P R, and that pω˚,ω1 q avoids an exceptional set of measure e´d ǫ˚. Then we have for any M P p4, 8q
.
By Bernstein's inequality, this implies (choosing M sufficiently large) that ÿ

Ně1
xlog Ny
For later reference, we shall also need randomised bounds for the 
where now C is a covering of all of frequency space by cubes of diameter " 1.
Repeating the argument in the preceding subsection, we may also assume that we have`ÿ
provided l P r0, log Ns. 
The equation for v becomes schematically
vr0s "`vp0,¨q, v t p0,¨q˘" p0, 0q.
(2.10)
We shall establish a fixed point here in a suitable space at regularity 9 H s α . In light of the null-structure inherent in the nonlinearity, a variant of the norms used in [13] here works:
where we set (for scaling reasons) and assuming p, s P r1, 8q
, and we use the following version of the null-frame spaces:
PWrκs
and we set
For future reference, we shall use the notation
or the source terms, we employ the norm associated with the space given by
k`N F k , which involves the somewhat abstract null-frame space NF k associated to the norm
where it is understood that in F " ř κPK l Fκ either the`or the´-sign applies everywhere, and each Fκ has space-time Fourier support contained in˘τ ą 0,ˇˇ|τ|´|ξ|ˇˇă 2 k´2l , ξ P κ, and we define › › F › ›
NFArκs
:" inf
Then from [13] we have the key energy inequality for Schwartz functions φ k supported at spatial frequency " 2 k :
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is then accomplished by proving the following Proposition 2.5. Assuming the bounds (2.5), (2.8), as well as the other assumptions of the theorem, and choosing ǫ˚small enough, the bound ÿ
his proposition, combined with standard arguments (see e. g. [13] , [8] ), easily implies the theorem. In turn, in light of (2.12), the proposition follows from the bound ÿ
It remains to bound the various terms on the right hand side of (2.10) with respect to ř
The last two terms on the right are similar due to the symmetry.
(1.a): Low-high interactions. Write this as ÿ
keeping in mind that u 1 is a free wave. Observe that we can then write
where we have exploited the gain 2 j´k 1 from the null-form due to the angular alignment of the factors. Then if j ą 0 we use the bound ÿ
Inserting these bounds above and simplifying results in
and one can sum here over j ă k 1 , 0 ă k 1 ă k 2 . If j ď 0, then we use the bounds ÿ
which can be summed over j ă 0, 0 ă k 1 ă k 2 .
(1.b): High-high interactions. Write this as ÿ
Then we bound the first term on the right(with j ă k`10) by
where it is understood that the κ range over K l with l " k´k 1`j´k 2 . Using the bounds from before for the square sums over caps, we find provided
One can sum here over j ă k as well as k ă k 1 " k 2`O p1q. The case j`k 2 ă 0 is again handled by using the PWrκs, NFArκs˚norms, analogously to the preceding case. As for the term with large modulation, as the factors are free waves, we have (when j ě k`10)
and it follows that we then have
This is summable, recalling α ă 
where this time the last two terms are no longer identical.
(2.a): low-high interactions, i. e. the second term on the right.
We decompose it further into a number of terms:
We bound each of the terms on the right in turn, the first being easier:
which is summable over 0 ă k 1 ă k 2 for 0 ă α ă 1 4 , say. For the second and third term on the right above, we have to take advantage of the null-structure:
Then we bound
and this can be summed over
Further, we have
which leads to the same bound as in the preceding case. We note that it is here that the larger range of Strichartz estimates appears crucial. The term with Q j , Q ă j interchanged is handled in the same way.
(2.b): high -low interactions, i. e. the expression
Observe that for the first term on the right, we have
Then we get
which can be summed over 0 ă k 2 ă k 1´1 0, if 0 ă α ă 1. If we restrict k 2 ď 0, we instead use
which can be summed over k 2 ď 0, k 1 ą 0.
Next, we again use the null-structure to write
where we have 
This can be summed over
which can be summed over 0 ă k 2 ă k 1 ă 2k 2 , j ă k 2 .
Next, consider the term P k 1 Q j r|∇|´αu 1,k 1 |∇|´αQ ă j v k 2 s. We bound this by
and this can be summed over k 2 ă k 1 , j ă k 2 .
The remaining term
(2.c): High-high interactions. This is the expression ÿ
Fixing k, k 1,2 , we decompose the term further into
We estimate each of these terms in turn. For the first term on the right, write it as
Then bound the second term on the right by
. Next, consider the first term on the right above, which is a bit more subtle. In fact, we can decompose it further into
Then the fact that u 1,k 1 is a free wave implies
and so we can bound it by
x and applies Bernstein's inequality to the whole expression to place it into L 2 t,x .
Consider now the term ř˘P
Here the presence of the two derivatives B ν , B ν gains a factor 2 l´k 1 if we fix the modulation of the term Qk 1´1 0ą¨ěk v k 2 to size " 2 l , and so we can bound this by
The second term on the right of (2.13) is treated by observing that
due to the fact that u 1,k 1 is a free wave, and this can then be bounded by
which can be summed over k ă k 1 " k 2`O p1q ą 0 provided α ă As for the third and fourth terms in (2.13), they are handled similarly, and so we consider only the fourth term, which we expand as usual: 
It suffices to deal with the first and second term on the right hand side. This being quite standard in light of [14] , [13] , [8] for example, we only deal with the first term here. 
Here the first and second terms as well as the fifth and sixth terms are essentially the same, of course. We shall here exploit the full generality of the spaces N k to estimate these terms.
‚ The first term on the right. Note that for this term either the second factor is at modulation ą 2 k`5 or else the entire expression is at modulation ą 2 k`5 . Thus we reduce to estimating 
The last two terms on the right are of course symmetrical, and it suffices to bound one of them. The first term on the right can be estimated purely by means of Strichartz estimates This can be summed over j ă k, k ă k 1 " k 2`O p1q.
